ACROSS
1. "My pronouns are" word
4. Prepares for some blood work, maybe
9. Verizon high-speed Internet option
13. Bulletin board "material?"
14. "Somebody That I Used To Know" one-hit wonder
15. Some Roths, briefly
17. Sort of drunk stand-up's delivery?
19. Jimmy of fashion
21. Hold onto
22. Throw an egg at one of your parents?
25. Landscaper's workspaces
28. Grunge pattern
29. Most respected
30. On time
33. Where to go
34. "Are we cool?" vs. "Are you a commoner?"
38. Show off one's engine's power, say
39. "Not fronting"
40. Fixes, as the length of one's pants
43. It takes place in the office in "Glengarry Glen Ross"
46. Candidate's website section
47. "I am totally aware of the latest social issue"?
50. Like a small garage
52. Goes this way or that way
53. How a chainsmoker lives?
57. It comes with Find My
58. Proctologist's subject
59. Sign up for another twelve months
60. Literary collection
61. Laser-focused on
62. Didgeridoo noise
63. "Over here!"

DOWN
1. Out to lunch, so to speak
2. Old-school music
3. Sign up for
5. Oath subsidiary
6. Thunder and lightning
7. Like one with a hyper personality
8. It's five after 16-Across
9. South Pacific islander
10. Burning determination
11. Sturdy wood material
18. Ben Carson's alma mater
20. Striped quadraped
23. Filth
24. Studmuffin, classically
26. Tight corner
27. Sign of a sellout
29. Days-in-a-row stat
31. OBs, e.g.
32. Collision sound
34. Kick returners?
35. Campsite amenity
36. Watch part
37. Boxer Luis, nicknamed "King Kong"
38. Reading, and others, in a certain board game: Abbr.
41. Vintner Gallo
42. ___ cute
44. Source of the quote "holier than thou"
45. "We will deal with this in the a.m."
47. Nalgene bottle fluid
48. College town north of Portland
49. Medium.com posting
51. Guitar string?
53. Blacktop
54. Act ___ hunch
55. Understanding
56. "We Wish ___ a Merry Christmas" ("Shaun the Sheep" episode)